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HOW IS IT WE LEAD IN OUR FIELD, WHEN WE COST LESS THAN THE ALTERNATIVES? 
THIS IS HOW:
Constant research: this lets us apply the latest technology in all of our products and solutions.
We enhance performance: electronic and information technology allow us to increase the performance 
and reliability of our products.
We reduce costs: less maintenance and energy costs mean on a cost-benefit analysis we are always the 
most economical.
We reduce environmental impact: we save 50% of primary materials, and allow you to save between 30% and 
50% of electrical consumption.
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WE LOVE WHAT WE DO.

It is not necessary to empty the amalgam container immediately when the alarm indicates 95%. 
Empty the container at the end of the working day.

MICRO SMART
CHANGING THE AMALGAM CONTAINER

1. Turn off the unit with the switch on the control panel.

2. Turn the handle underneath the amalgam container clock-wise until the container 
reaches the bottom of the thread.

3. Gently pull the container outward.

4. Top up the amalgam container to within 5mm of the rim with neat Puli-Jet Plus. Place 
the container on a solid surface and carefully place a new lid (201022) on top, twist and 
lock in position. Then push in the small plastic bung and twist to lock. The container is 
now airtight and safe for disposal*. If re-using the original amalgam container, empty the 
contents into an approved amalgam waste container**

5. Before replacing or refitting the new container treat the o-ring seal with a silicon based 
lubricant (not vaseline).

6. Replace with a new container (043132), relocate the new container into the stainless steel 
guide making sure the plastic disc fits within the recess at the base of the amalgam pot.

7. Push the container forward and turn the handle anti clock-wise until container is fully 
located and sealed at the top of the lever.

* All waste amalgam must be handled and disposed of correctly, see your practice procedures for the disposal 
of hazardous waste and materials.

** If the original container is to be re-used, place any small container under the tap and then empty into the 
approved waste container, do not pour down the sink. Clean the level sensing groove of the container with a 
cotton bud or similar.

The above are guidelines only, if you require further assistance please contact your engineer.


